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Abstract 
Narendran, P., C. d)‘Dtinlaing and F. Otto, It is undecidable whether a finite special 
string-rewriting system presents a group, Discrete Mathematics 98 (1991) 153-159. 
It is shown that it is undecidable in general whether or not a monoid that is presented by a 
finite special string-rewriting system is a group. The given proof uses the technique of canonical 
string-rewriting systems. 
1. Introduction 
One way of describing monoids is by way of presentations of the form (2; R), 
where 2 is an alphabet (set of generators) and R is a string-rewriting system on 2 
(set of defining relations). A monoid ~2 is said to be presented by (2; R) if JR is 
isomorphic to the factor monoid JU, := X*/A R of the free monoid 2* generated 
by 2 modulo the Thue congruence AR induced by R [4]. Ju is called finitely 
presented if it has a finite presentation. 
Because of Markov’s undecidability result [S-6] one cannot in general obtain 
much information about the algebraic structure of a finitely presented monoid ~2 
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from a finite presentation of JU. A property P of finitely presented monoids is 
called a Murkon property if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(1) P is an invariant property, i.e., if J& and & are two finitely presented 
monoids that are isomorphic (J& s J&J, and JU, has property P, then J& has 
property P, too, 
(2) there exists a finitely presented monoid Ju, that has property P, and 
(3) there exists a finitely presented monoid J& that cannot be embedded into 
any finitely presented monoid Ju having property P. 
For example, the property of being a group is a Markov property. Markov’s 
undecidability result states that, if P is a Markov property, then it is undecidable 
in general whether or not a monoid &, that is given through a finite presentation 
(2; R), has this property [5-61. Thus, in particular, it is undecidable in general 
whether or not a monoid Ju, that is given through a finite presentation (2; R), is 
a group. 
Markov’s proof of this undecidability result involves a reduction from the word 
problem for finitely presented monoids. More exactly, let P be a Markov 
property, let A1 and & be the corresponding monoids of properties (2) and (3) 
above, and let (r; S) be a finite presentation of a monoid J& with an undecidable 
word problem. From finite presentations of 4, and &, from (F; S), and from 
two words u, v E r*, a finite presentation (2; R,,,) is then constructed effectively 
such that the monoid Jtl,,, presented by (2; R,*,) has property P if and only if 
u As v. Hence, if P is the property of being a group, this construction yields, for 
u, vcr*, a finite presentation (2; R,,,) such that the monoid J&,, is a group if 
and only if u As v. 
A string-rewriting system R on 2 is called special if each rule of R is of the form 
(I, e), where 1 is a non-empty word on 2, and e denotes the empty word. Special 
string-rewriting systems are of particular interest. First of all, if R is a special 
string-rewriting system, then the process of rewriting mod R is particularly simple, 
since it just amounts to the deletion of subwords. Further, each finitely presented 
group G has a finite presentation of the form (2; R), where R is a finite special 
string-rewriting system on 2, i.e. special string-rewriting systems can be seen as a 
natural device for presenting groups. Of course, if a monoid Jll is presented by a 
special string-rewriting system, it is not necessarily a group, e.g., the bicyclic 
monoid B that is given through the presentation (a, b; ab) (=({a, b}; {(ab, e)})) 
is not a group. Hence, the following decision problem is of interest. 
GROUP PROBLEM FOR SPECIAL SYSTEMS. 
Instance: A finite special string-rewriting system R on an alphabet 2’. 
Question: Is the monoid Ju, presented by (2; R) a group? 
Markov’s undecidability result does not solve this problem, since the finite 
string-rewriting system R,,, that the above mentioned construction yields is not a 
special system. In fact, for string-rewriting systems R that consist of a single 
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special rule only this problem is decidable [3]. Also it is decidable for finite 
special string-rewriting systems that are canonical [l]. A string-rewriting system R 
on _Z induces several binary relations on Z*, the most fundamental of which is the 
single-step reduction relation +R: 
U+~V iff 3x,y~E*3(1,r)~R:u=xlyandv=xry. 
The reflexive transitive closure &,R of +R is the reduction relation induced by R, 
and the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure AR of +R is the Thue 
congruence induced by R. 
A string-rewriting system R is called canonical if it is Noetherian and confluent, 
i.e., there is no infinite sequence of reductions of the form 
and, for all u, v, w E Z*, 
u%Rvandu5,w imply uAR,?andwARz 
for some 2 E 2%. Obviously, special systems are Noetherian. If R is a canonical 
system, then the set IRR(R) of irreducible words (modulo R) is a set of 
representatives for the monoid AR, and hence, the word problem for AR can be 
solved by the technique of rewriting [l, 7-81. As it turns out, the GROUP 
PROBLEM is decidable for all presentations (E; R) that involve a finite 
canonical string-rewriting system R [7]. In [8] additional decidability results 
concerning algebraic properties of monoids presented by certain finite canonical 
string-rewriting systems are given. 
In this note we shall show that the GROUP PROBLEM FOR SPECIAL 
SYSTEMS is undecidable in general. Our proof works as follows: Given a finite 
presentation (Z1; RI) defining a group with an undecidable word problem, and a 
word w E x, we construct a finite special string-rewriting system R,(w) on the 
alphabet _Z := Z1 U {a, b} such that the monoid JU, presented by (2; R2(w)) is a 
group if and only if w &RI e. 
The verification of this property involves the use of an infinite, special, and 
confluent string-rewriting system S(w) on Z. 
2. The result 
Theorem. The GROUP PROBLEM FOR SPECIAL SYSTEMS is undecidable 
in general. 
In the remainder of this note we present a proof for this undecidability result. 
We begin with a finitely presented group G with an undecidable word problem 
that is given through a finite special string-rewriting system R, on an alphabet 2,. 
Further, let a and b be two additional letters, and let Z = 2, U {a, 6). In an 
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obvious way the congruence that R, defines on Zp: can be extended to Z*; this 
extension will also be denoted by AR,. 
Now, for a word w E Z, let R*(w) := RI U {(awbbaab, e)}. Then R*(w) is a 
finite special string-rewriting system on 2 that can easily be obtained from w. The 
main part of the proof now consists in showing that the monoid & presented by 
(1; R2(w)) is a group if and only if w AR, e, i.e., the above construction is an 
effective reduction of the word problem for G to the GROUP PROBLEM FOR 
SPECIAL SYSTEMS. Since the word problem for G is undecidable, this proves 
our result. 
Lemma 1. Zf‘ w ffjR, e, then the monoid A.,+, is a group. 
Proof. Let w A,R, e. Then awbbaab A,R, abbaab, and hence, the string-rewriting 
system R2(w) = R, U {(awbbaab, e)} is equivalent to the system R2 := R, U 
{(abbaab, e)}, i.e., for all u, 21 E Z*, 
u a,R2(Wj u if and only if u AR2 u. 
Thus, the two presentations (2; R,(w)) and (2:; R2) present the same monoid, 
i.e., (2; R2) is another presentation of the monoid A,,,. Since RI does not involve 
the letters a and b, this shows that JU, = G *J, i.e., the monoid Jt,,, is isomorphic 
to the free product of the group G presented by (Zi; R,) and the monoid J 
presented by (a, 6; {(abbaab, e)}). The monoid J is actually a group [2], and 
therewith JU, is a group. 0 
To prove the converse, we define an infinite special string-rewriting system 
S(w) on 2 as follows: 
S(w) := {(x, e) ] 3x,, x2, x3, x4, x5 E 2Zf: x = ax,bx2bx3ux,uxsb, x, a,K, w, and 
xi AR, e, i = 2, 3, 4, 5). 
Finally, let R3(w) := R2(w) US(w). Since x &= R2(Wj e holds for all rules (x, e) E 
S(w), (Z R3(W)) is an infinite presentation of JU,. 
Lemma 2. For all x, y, z E 2*, if x AR, y and x*sCWj z, then there exists a word 
v E Z* such that y -+sC,,,j v and z AR, v. 
Proof. Let X, y, z E Z’* such that x+~(,+,) z and x = u(, H~, . . . -RI u, = y. We 
proceed by induction on n. 
For n = 0 there is nothing to show, so let n = 1. Then 
x = gaxlbx,bx,ax4ax5bh and z = gh 
for some rule (axlbx2bx3ux4ax5b, e) E S(w). If the transformation x -RI y 
involves a part of g or h only, then 
y =g,ax,bx,bx,ax4ax5bh or y =gax,bx,bx3ax4axsbh,, 
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where g f)R, g, or h wR, h,. Hence, 
Y -+S(W) kc1 h -RI gh = z or y -+s(Wj gh I ++R, gh = z. 
If the transformation x tfR, y involves one of x,, x2, x3, x4, x5, then 
y =gay,by~by3ay4aysbh, where Xi AR, yi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 5. 
Then y, AR, w, and yi A,?, e, i = 2, 3, 4, 5, implying 
(ayl byzby3ay4ay&, e) E S(w). 
Hence, Y +s(w) g h = z. This completes the case n = 1. 
Finally, let n > 1, i.e., x = ug <@-‘)bR, u,_, wR, U, =y. By the induction 
hypothesis u,_~ -+s(,,,) u AR1 z for some word u E E*. Further, from the case 
n = 1, there exists a word TV E .Z* such that 
y*S(w) u &R, u, i.e., y-fs(w) u &R, z. 
See the following diagram. 
(n-1) 
x = U(, +- RI un-1 -RI U” = Y 
I S(w) 1 S(W) I S(W) 
z + Rl U &R, V cl 
By induction we can conclude the following from Lemma 2. 
Corollary 1. For all x, y, z E 2* and all m E N, if x AR, y and x asC,,,) z, then 
there exists a word v E C* such that y *s(,+,) v and z AR, v. 
The crucial part of proving the converse of Lemma 1 is the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let w E Z such that w &, e. Then the following two statements hold: 
(a) The string-rewriting system S(w) is canonical. 
(b) For all x, y E JY*, if x AR2(,,,)y, then there exist words u, v E E* such that 
X+cwj U, y +,,,j 21, and U &RI V. 
Proof. (a) Since Z, (3 {a, b} = 0, and since w +% R, e, there are no overlaps between 
left-hand sides of rules of S(w). Thus, S(w) is confluent, and hence, canonical. 
(b) Let x, y E z* such that x = z. ++&(,,,) 2, @Rz(w) f . . *Rz(w) 2, = y. As usual 
we proceed by induction on n. 
If n = 0, then x =y, and so x AR, y. Let n = 1. If x AR, y, nothing remains to 
be shown. So assume that the rule (awbbaab, e) is used to transform x into y, 
i.e., x--tR,(,,,)y. Choose u :=y and v := y. Since (awbbaab, e) E S(w), this yields 
the following: 
“‘s(O) U = v =y, 
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and so 
x+s(W) u AR, v G(W) Y. 
The case that the rule (awbbaab, e) is used to transform y into X, i.e., Y+~~(,,,)x, 
is symmetric. 
Finally, let n > 1, i.e., x = zO ((n--1)~R2(Wj zn-, wR2(,,,) z, =y. By the induction 
hypothesis there exist words uo, v. E Z* such that 
x %(W) uo AR, vo +) G-1. 
See the following diagram. 
(n-1) 
x -Rz(w) G-1 -&(W) 4l = Y 
u A RI Z A RI V 
By the case n = 1, there exist words ur, v, E 2* such that 
%-I %(w) VI &RI UI *sc,jY. 
Since S(W) is canonical, there is a word z E _Z* such that 
uo %-(W) z and v1 A,,(,,,, z. 
By Corollary 1 there exist words u, v E Z’* such that 
USA, u, u AR, z, u1 A,(,,,, v, and v AR, z. 
Thus, x +,,z) U, y A,(,,,) v, and u AR, v. 0 
Now the proof of our theorem is completed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. If w &,, e, then the monoid At, is not a group. 
Proof. Assume that wGR, e, but that .I& is a group. Since awbbaab ++R2cw) e, and 
since JU, is a group, we also have bawbbaaA,,,c,, e. Thus, by Lemma 3(b) there 
exist words u, v E E* such that 
bawbbaa AscW) u tTfR, v +cWl e. 
Since bawbbaa and e are both irreducible modulo S(w), this yields that 
bawbbaa AR, e, 
which is impossible, since the rules of RI do not contain any occurrences of the 
letters a and b. 
Thus, if wGR, e, then the monoid & is not a group. 0 
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